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This double issue of the journal Computability is a special issue dedicated to the Oberwolfach Workshop on Computability Theory that took place in January 2018 at the international mathematics research institute in Oberwolfach,
Germany [1]. The workshop has covered computability theory in its entire breadth, including modern applications.
Computability and computable enumerability are two of the fundamental notions of mathematics. Interest in
effectiveness is already apparent in the famous Hilbert problems, in particular the second and tenth, and in early
20th century work of Dehn, initiating the study of word problems in group theory. The last decade has seen both
completely new subareas develop as well as remarkable growth in two-way interactions between classical computability theory and areas of applications. There is also a great deal of work on algorithmic randomness, reverse
mathematics, computable analysis, and in computable structure theory/computable model theory. The goal of the
Oberwolfach workshop was to bring together researchers representing different aspects of computability theory to
discuss recent advances, and to stimulate future work.
This special issue contains 11 carefully selected articles of high calibre that have been reviewed following the
usual standards of our discipline. These articles represent a cross section through topics that have been presented
and discussed during the workshop. We would like to use this opportunity to thank the authors for their excellent
contributions and the additional reviewers for their thorough work.
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